
ESD DRAWER CONTAINER ESD SB-S1
ALWAYS ON HAND

ESD DRAWER CONTAINER ESD SB-S1

Artikkelnr.: ESD SB-S1
Fittings: 1 x Container utstyrt med: 1 x SB.H, 1 x

W24-t, 1 x W84-t, 1 x W172-t ESD
Utførelse

Farge: RAL 9017 SvartFarge: RAL 9017 Svart

Mobile, practical, robust and great value for money: thanks
to the system’s high loading capacity, the flexible ESD
drawer containers with their simple modular construction
hold plenty of parts, sorted neatly and always within easy
reach.
The drawers have stops to prevent them from sliding out and
run very smoothly, even when full. The complete system is
made up of a heavy-duty transport trolley with four castors, a
drawer container, two drawer holders with twelve insertion
grooves and a set of six drawers.
    
■ Stops prevent the drawers from sliding out  
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ESD DRAWER CONTAINER ESD SB.S2+
ALWAYS ON HAND

ESD DRAWER CONTAINER ESD SB.S2+

Artikkelnr.: ESD SB.S2+
Fittings: 2 x Container utstyrt med: 1 x SB.H, 2 x

W24-t, 2 x W84-t, 2 x W172-t, 1 x
SB.RO ESD Utførelse

Farge: RAL 9017 SvartFarge: RAL 9017 Svart

Mobile, practical, robust and great value for money: thanks
to the system’s high loading capacity, the flexible ESD
drawer containers with their simple modular construction
hold plenty of parts, sorted neatly and always within easy
reach.
The drawers have stops to prevent them from sliding out and
run very smoothly, even when full. The complete system is
made up of a heavy-duty transport trolley with four castors, a
drawer container, two drawer holders with twelve insertion
grooves and a set of six drawers.
    
■ Stops prevent the drawers from sliding out  
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